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Given:
1. Increasing adoption of RelaxNG among implementers
2. RelaxNG compact syntax is easier to read than W3C XML Schema
3. Tool performance is greater with RelaxNG
4. RelaxNG is more expressive than W3C XML Schema
5. Using Trang we can convert from RelaxNG compact syntax to RelaxNG XML 

Syntax or W3C XML Schema
6. Further arguments for RelaxNG use can be found on the web, with one such 

example being http://tbray.org/ongoing/When/200x/2003/07/09/PieSchema01.

I propose the following:
1. For each XDI specification the XDI TC MUST provide a corresponding schema 

in RelaxNG compact syntax
2. For each schema in RelaxNG syntax the XDI TC MUST provide a schema in 

RelaxNG XML syntax such as that produced from the compact syntax by Trang 
or other tools. 

3. The file names of the RelaxNG XML syntax and W3C XML Schema files MUST 
differ only in extensions, having extensions rng and xsd respectively.

4. For each schema in RelaxNG syntax the XDI TC SHOULD provide a schema in 
W3C XML Schema syntax such as that produced from the compact syntax by 
Trang or other tools.

5. For the core specification this schema MUST be called the XDI schema
6. The XDI schema MUST reside in a file named xdi.rnc or xdi-vNN.rnc (versioning 

SHOULD be done with Kavi, meaning the file SHOULD be xdi.rnc) 
7. Other auxiliary specifications SHOULD reside in a file named xdi-xxx.rnc 

(versioning SHOULD be done with Kavi), where xxx is the short name of the 
specification

After a two week period of voting from 2005-May-7 to 2005-May-21 using the Kavi 
voting system the votes will be tallied and entered below in a new revision of the 
proposal.

Votes for:
Votes against:

Comments posted regarding this proposal will be entered below.
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